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Abstract
This paper describes a new baseline system for automatic
speech recognition (ASR) in the CHiME-4 challenge to pro-
mote the development of noisy ASR in speech processing com-
munities by providing 1) state-of-the-art system with a sim-
plified single system comparable to the complicated top sys-
tems in the challenge, 2) publicly available and reproducible
recipe through the main repository in the Kaldi speech recog-
nition toolkit. The proposed system adopts generalized eigen-
value beamforming with bidirectional long short-term memory
(LSTM) mask estimation. We also propose to use a time de-
lay neural network (TDNN) based on the lattice-free version of
the maximum mutual information (LF-MMI) trained with aug-
mented all six microphones plus the enhanced data after beam-
forming. Finally, we use a LSTM language model for lattice
and n-best re-scoring. The final system achieved 2.74% WER
for the real test set in the 6-channel track, which corresponds to
the 2nd place in the challenge. In addition, the proposed base-
line recipe includes four different speech enhancement mea-
sures, short-time objective intelligibility measure (STOI), ex-
tended STOI (eSTOI), perceptual evaluation of speech quality
(PESQ) and speech distortion ratio (SDR) for the simulation test
set. Thus, the recipe also provides an experimental platform for
speech enhancement studies with these performance measures.
Index Terms: Speech recognition, noise robustness, mask-
based beamforming, lattice-free MMI, LSTM language mod-
eling

1. Introduction
In recent years, multi-channel speech recognition has been ap-
plied on devices used in daily life, such as Amazon Echo and
Google Home. The recognition accuracy is greatly improved by
exploiting microphone arrays when compared to single channel
microphone devices [1–3]. However, satisfactory performance
is still not achieved in noisy everyday environments. Hence,
the CHiME-4 challenge is designed to conquer this scenario
by recognizing speech in challenging noisy environments [4].
Through the series of the challenge activities, several speech
enhancement and recognition techniques are established as an
effective method for this scenario including mask-based beam-
forming, multichannel data augmentation, and system combi-
nation with various front-end techniques [5–9].

Although many submitted systems in the CHiME-4 chal-
lenge have yielded a lot of outcomes in this multi-channel Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition (ASR) scenario [6–8], one of the
drawbacks is that all top systems are highly complicated due to
multiple systems and fusion techniques, and it is not easy for
the other research groups to follow these outcomes. This pa-
per aims to deal with the above drawback by building a new
baseline to promote the development of noisy ASR in speech
enhancement, separation, and recognition communities.

We propose a single ASR system to further push the border
of this challenge. Most important of all, our system is repro-
ducible since it is implemented in the Kaldi ASR toolkit and
other opensource toolkits. All the scripts in our experiments
can be downloaded from the official GitHub website1. The orig-
inal CHiME-4 baseline is described in [4], which uses a delay-
and-sum beamformer (BeamformIt) [10], a deep neural net-
work with state-level minimum Bayes Risk (DNN+sMBR) cri-
terion [11], and recurrent neural network-based language model
(RNNLM) [12]. On the contrary, our proposed system is shown
in Figure 1. We adopt to use bidirectional long short-term mem-
ory (BLSTM) mask based beamformer (Section 3.2), which has
been shown to be more effective [13, 14] than BeamformIt. For
acoustic model, the DNN used in baseline is limited to repre-
sent long-term dependencies between acoustic characteristics.
Hence, a sub-sampled time delay neural network (TDNN) [15]
with the lattice-free version of the maximum mutual informa-
tion (LF-MMI) is used for our acoustic model [16] (Section
3.3). This paper also shows the great improvement on the word
error rate (WER) when we combine it with data augmentation in
a multichannel scenario using all six microphones plus the en-
hanced data after beamforming. Then, we further use a LSTM
language model (LSTMLM), which uses a new training crite-
rion and importance sampling, and has been shown to be more
efficient and better in performance [17], to re-score hypotheses.

We also incorporate computation of four different speech
enhancement measures in our recipe - perceptual evaluation of
speech quality (PESQ) [18], short-time objective intelligibility
measure (STOI) [19], extended STOI (eSTOI) [20] and speech
distortion ratio (SDR) [21]. We include these measurements as
part of the recipe for two reasons. First, the ASR performance
shows only one aspect of the speech enhancement algorithm.
Objective enhancement metrics can give an indication on how
well the enhancement is with different aspects (e.g., intelligi-
bility, signal distortions). Second, testing an enhancement al-
gorithm with ASR takes a significant amount of computational
time, whereas obtaining these scores is quite fast. Hence, it can
give an initial indication of how good the enhancement is.

2. Related work
In [6], a fusion system in the DNN posterior domain is pro-
posed to get the best result in the competition. [7–9] also use
fusion systems in the decoding hypothesis domain with multi-
ple systems mainly using different front-end techniques. Un-
like these highly complicated systems, our proposed system is
based on a single system without the above fusion systems, yet
achieves comparable performance to these top systems in the
challenge task. One of the unique technical aspects of our pro-
posed system is to fully utilize the effectiveness of TDNN with

1https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/pull/2142
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LF-MMI by combining it with multichannel data augmentation
techniques, which achieves significant improvement. Our new
LSTMLM also contributes to boost the final performance.

3. Proposed system
Our system starts from BLSTM mask based beamformer and is
followed by feature extraction. Phoneme to audio alignments
are then generated by GMM acoustic model and are fed into
TDNN acoustic model for training. Finally, the lattices after
first pass decoding in TDNN are re-scored by a 5-gram LM and
further re-scored by LSTMLM.

3.1. Data augmentation

Training with multichannel data has been shown to be effective
for ASR systems [1, 8, 22]. This augmentation can increase the
variety in the training data and help the generalization to test
set. In our work, we not only use data from all 6 channels but
also add the enhanced data generated by beamformer to training
set.

Let O = (o(t) ∈ RD|t = 1, . . . , T ) be a sequence of
D-dimensional feature vectors with length T , which is a sin-
gle channel speech recognition case. In our case, we deal
with an M -channel input (M = 6), which is represented as
O = (om(t) ∈ RD|t = 1, . . . , T,m = 1, . . . ,M). Then,
the original training method only uses a particular channel in-
put (e.g., m-th input) as training data to obtain acoustic model
parameters Θ, as follows:

Θ̂ = arg max
Θ
L(Om), (1)

where L is an objective function (log likelihood for the GMM
case and negative cross entropy for the DNN case), with refer-
ence labels as supervisions. Data augmentation approach tries
to use training data of all channels, as follows:

Θ̂ = arg max
Θ
L(O = {Om}Mm=1) (2)

Further, we extend to include an enhanced data Oenh =
(oenh(t) ∈ RD|t = 1, . . . , T ) with the above multichannel data,
that is

Θ̂ = arg max
Θ
L({O,Oenh}), (3)

where the enhancement data Oenh is obtained by a single-
channel masking or beamformer method, which is described in
Section 3.2.

3.2. BLSTM mask based beamformer

We use the BLSTM mask based Generalized Eigenvalue (GEV)
beamformer described in [14]. The GEV beamforming proce-
dure requires an estimate of the Cross-Power Spectral Density
(PSD) matrix of the noise and the target speech. The BLSTM
model estimates two masks: the first mask indicates the time
frequency bin that is probably dominated by speech and the
other indicates which is dominated by noise. With the combined
speech and noise masks, we can estimate the PSD matrices of
speech components Φspeech(b) ∈ CM×M at frequency bin b,
and that of noise components Φnoise(b) ∈ CM×M , as follows:

Φv(b) =
T∑

t=1

wv(t, b)y(t, b)y(t, b)H where v ∈ {speech, noise},

(4)

Figure 1: Diagram of speech recognition system.

where y(t, b) ∈ CM is an M -dimensional complex spectrum
at time (frame) t in frequency bin b. yH denotes the conjugate
transpose. wv(t, b) ∈ [0, 1] is the mask value.

The goal of GEV beamformer [23] is to estimate the beam-
forming filter f(b), which maximizes the expected SNR for each
frequency bin b as given by the equation below:

fGEV(b) = argmax
f(b)

fH(b)Φspeech(b)f(b)

fH(b)Φnoise(b)f(b)
. (5)

Eq. (5) is equivalent to solve the following eigenvalue problem:

(Φnoise(b))
−1Φspeech(b)f(b) = λf(b), (6)

where f(b) ∈ CM at each frequency bin b is theM -dimensional
complex eigenvector and λ is the eigenvalue.

3.3. Time delayed neural network with lattice-free MMI

For acoustic model, we use TDNN with LF-MMI training [16]
instead of DNN+sMBR [11]. The architecture is similar to
those described in [24]. The LF-MMI objective function is
shown below, which is different from usual MMI training [25]
in a sense that we use phoneme sequence L instead of a word
sequence to narrow down a search space in the denominator:

LMMI =
N∑

n=1

log
p(On|Sn)CP (Ln)∑
L p(O

n|SL)CP (L)
(7)

where p(On|SL) is the likelihood function of a speech fea-
ture sequence On given the state sequence SL at n'th utterance.
P (L) is the phoneme language model probability and C is the
probability scale.

Note that when combined with the data augmentation tech-
nique (described in Section 3.1), TDNN is more effective than
DNN.

3.4. LSTM language modeling

The LSTM based language model (LSTMLM) has been shown
to be effective on language modeling [26]. It is better in find-
ing a longer period of contextual information than conventional
RNN. With this property, LSTMLM can predict the next word
in a more accurate way than RNNLM. Hence, instead of using
a vanilla RNNLM [12], we train an LSTMLM on WSJ data,
which combines the use of subword features and one-hot en-
coding. An importance sampling method is used to speed up
training. Most important of all, a new objective function LLM is
used for LM training, which behaves like cross-entropy objec-
tive but trains the output to auto-normalize in order to speed up
test time computation:

LLM = zj + 1−
∑

i

exp(zi) (8)
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Table 1: Speech Enhancement Scores

Dev (Simu) Test (Simu)
Track Enhancement Method PESQ STOI eSTOI SDR PESQ STOI eSTOI SDR

1ch No Enhancement 2.01 0.82 0.61 3.92 1.98 0.81 0.60 4.95
1ch BLSTM Mask 2.52 0.88 0.73 9.26 2.46 0.87 0.71 10.76

2ch BeamformIt 2.15 0.85 0.65 4.61 2.07 0.83 0.62 5.60
2ch BLSTM Gev 2.13 0.87 0.69 2.86 2.12 0.87 0.69 3.10

6ch BeamformIt 2.31 0.88 0.70 5.52 2.20 0.86 0.65 6.30
6ch BLSTM Gev 2.45 0.88 0.75 3.57 2.46 0.87 0.73 2.92

where z is a pre-activation vector in the layer of neural network
before the final softmax operation and j is an index for the cor-
rect word. More details can be found in [17].

Table 2: Experimental configurations

BLSTM mask estimation

input layer dimension 513
L1 - BLSTM layer dimension 256
L2 - FF layer 1 (ReLU) dimension 513
L3 - FF layer 2 (clipped ReLU) dimension 513
L4 - FF layer (Sigmoid) dimension 1026
pdropout for L1, L2 and L3 0.5

TDNN acoustic model

input layer dimension 40
hidden layer dimension 750
output layer dimension 2800
l2-regularize 0.00005
num-epochs 6
initial-effective-lrate 0.003
final-effective-lrate 0.0003
shrink-value 1.0
num-chunk-per-minibatch 128,64

LSTM language model

layers dimension 2048
recurrent-projection-dim 512
N-best list size 100
RNN re-score weight 1.0

4. Experiments
4.1. Speech Enhancement Experiments

First experiments describe the speech enhancement perfor-
mance of BLSTM-based speech enhancement. For the single
channel track, we used the BLSTM masking technique [27]
trained on the 6 channel data and took only the speech mask
after the forward propagation.

We took a Hadamard product of the single channel spec-
trogram with the speech mask and used it as the enhanced sig-
nal to compare it with the original signal without any enhance-
ment. For the 2ch and 6ch tracks, we used the BLSTM based
GEV beamformer described in Section 3.2 and compared it with
BeamformIt. Four different scores as described in Section 1 -
PESQ, STOI, eSTOI and SDR are computed. The BLSTM ar-
chitecture used in the experiments is listed in Table 2.

The enhancement scores are shown in Table 1. The 5th
channel clean signal from the 6ch data convolved with room

impulse response was used as the reference signal for comput-
ing all the four metrics. For the 1ch track, the BLSTM mask
gives significantly better scores in all four metrics compared to
the noisy data without any enhancement. However, this is con-
trary to the ASR results, which will be discussed in the next sec-
tion. BeamformIt has better SDR scores compared to BLSTM
GEV in both the multi-channel tracks. Also, for both the multi-
channel track data, eSTOI is slightly better for BLSTM GEV.
In the 6ch track experiments, BLSTM GEV has a significantly
better PESQ score. Overall, BLSTM-based speech enhance-
ment shows improvement in most of conditions except for the
case of the multichannel SDR metric.

4.2. Speech Recognition Experiments

Our system is trained on the speech recognition toolkit Kaldi
[28]. For TDNN acoustic model training, backstitch optimiza-
tion method [29] is used. The decoding is based on 3-gram
language models with explicit pronunciation and silence proba-
bility modeling as described in [30]. The model is re-scored by
a 5-gram language model first. Then the Kaldi-RNNLM [17] is
used for training the LSTMLM, and n-best re-scoring is used to
improve performance. We got our best result in 6 channel ex-
periments by averaging forward and backward LSTMLM. The
RNN re-score weight is set to be 1.0, which means the results
of 5-gram LM is completely discarded. All the results in this
section are reported in terms of word error rate (WER). We also
provide the parameters used in our system in Table 2.

Table 3: WER of adding enhanced data when using TDNN with
BeamformIt and RNNLM in the 6 channel track experiment

Data Augmentation Dev (%) Test (%)
real simu real simu

all 6ch data 3.97 4.33 7.04 7.39
all 6ch and enhanced data 3.74 4.31 6.84 7.49

Table 3 shows the effectiveness of the data augmentation for
the system using TDNN with BeamformIt and RNNLM, which
are described in Section 2, in the 6 channel track experiment.
We confirmed the improvement by adding enhanced data in al-
most all cases except for the simulation test data. This is also
found in 2 channels experiment when using TDNN (i.e. row 3
and row 4 in table 5).

Tables 4 and 5 show the WER of 6 channel and 2 channel
experiments. We change our experimental condition incremen-
tally to compare the effectiveness of each method described in
Section 2. In most of the situations, every method improved the
WER steadily. We observed that the performance was degraded
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Table 4: WER of 6 channel track experiments

Method Dev (%) Test (%)
Data Augmentation Acoustic Model Beamforming Language Model real simu real simu

only 5th channel DNN+sMBR BeamformIt RNNLM 5.79 6.73 11.50 10.92
all 6ch data DNN+sMBR BeamformIt RNNLM 5.05 5.82 9.50 9.24

all 6ch and enhanced data DNN+sMBR BeamformIt RNNLM 5.62 6.46 10.27 9.41
all 6ch and enhanced data TDNN with LF-MMI BeamformIt RNNLM 3.74 4.31 6.84 7.49
all 6ch and enhanced data TDNN with LF-MMI BLSTM Gev RNNLM 2.83 2.94 4.01 3.80
all 6ch and enhanced data TDNN with LF-MMI BLSTM Gev LSTMLM 1.90 2.10 2.74 2.66

Table 5: WER of 2 channel track experiments

Method Dev (%) Test (%)
Data Augmentation Acoustic Model Beamforming Language Model real simu real simu

only 5th channel DNN+sMBR BeamformIt RNNLM 8.23 9.50 16.58 15.33
all 6ch data DNN+sMBR BeamformIt RNNLM 6.87 8.06 13.33 12.57
all 6ch data TDNN with LF-MMI BeamformIt RNNLM 5.57 6.08 10.53 9.90

all 6ch and enhanced data TDNN with LF-MMI BeamformIt RNNLM 5.03 6.02 10.20 10.35
all 6ch and enhanced data TDNN with LF-MMI BLSTM Gev RNNLM 3.79 5.03 6.93 6.07
all 6ch and enhanced data TDNN with LF-MMI BLSTM Gev LSTMLM 2.85 3.94 5.40 5.03

Table 6: WER of 1 channel track experiments

Dev (%) Test (%)
Data Augmentation Acoustic Model Beamforming Language Model real simu real simu

only 5th channel DNN+sMBR - RNNLM 11.57 12.98 23.70 20.84
all 6ch data DNN+sMBR - RNNLM 8.97 11.02 18.10 17.31
all 6ch data TDNN with LF-MMI - RNNLM 6.64 7.78 12.92 13.54
all 6ch data TDNN with LF-MMI - LSTMLM 5.58 6.81 11.42 12.15
all 6ch data TDNN with LF-MMI BLSTM masking RNNLM 13.15 15.62 22.47 21.61

all 6ch and enhanced data TDNN with LF-MMI BLSTM masking LSTMLM 6.78 9.10 13.64 14.95

if we applied enhanced data on the system using DNN+sMBR
(i.e. row 2 and row 3 in table 4), while TDNN with LF-MMI
could make use of the enhanced data, as discussed above. In
addition, comparing with the speech enhancement results in Ta-
ble 1, it shows that better speech enhancement scores do not
necessarily give lower WER. Especially, there always seems to
be a negative correlation between the ASR performance and the
SDR scores.

Table 6 illustrates the results of the 1 channel track experi-
ment. We found that BLSTM masking was not effective if we
only used one microphone although it scores better in terms of
all four speech enhancement metrics in Table 1. From row 3
and row 5 of 6, the WER with BLSTM masking was degraded
more than twice when compared to the system without BLSTM
masking. However, we also discovered that after adding the en-
hanced data into the system with BLSTM masking, the WER
became closer to the best setup without masking, which can
be seen in row 4 and row 6 of 6. Thus, adding the enhanced
data seems to be a good strategy to mitigate the degradation of
speech enhancement.

Finally, Table 7 presents the comparison with the official
baseline and top systems in the CHiME-4 challenge. We can
see that all of these systems use a fusion technique to get their
best WER. On the other hand, our proposed single system
achieved 76% relative improvement from the official baseline,
and achieved the 2nd best performance.

Table 7: Final WER comparison for the real test set.

System # systems WER (%)

CHiME-4 baseline [4] 1 11.51
Proposed system 1 2.74

USTC-iFlytek [6] 5 2.24
RWTH/UPB/FORTH [7] 5 2.91

MERL [8] 6 2.98

5. Conclusion
This paper describes our single ASR system for CHiME-4
speech separation and recognition challenge. The system con-
sists of BLSTM masked GEV beamformer (Section3.2), TDNN
with LF-MMI as acoustic model (Section3.3) and re-scoring
using LSTMLM (Section3.4), which trained on all 6 channels
data plus enhanced data generated by beamformer (Section3.1).
The system finally achieved 2.74% WER, which outperforms
the 2nd place result in the challenge. The system is publicly
available through the Kaldi speech recognition toolkit.

Our future work will explore different architectures for
TDNN and LSTM networks for further improvement. Further-
more, this system can be applied to other multichannel tasks
such as AMI [31], and the CHiME-5 challenge [32].
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